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Ideas & Issues (IntellIgence/OIe)

From Operation DESERT STORM 
in the early 1990s to Operation 
IRAQI FREEDOM in 2001–2003, 
the United States has moved 

from moderate satellite usage to nearly 
total reliance on Global Positioning 
System (GPS) satellites for reconnais-
sance, navigation, and precision-guided 
munitions.2 Russia sees America’s over-
reliance on space and the satellite-based 
system as the Achilles’ heel of the U.S. 
military.3 The goal of space warfare in 
the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is 
“destroying, damaging, and interfering 
with the enemy’s reconnaissance and 
communications satellites” to “blind 
and deafen the enemy.”4 Concerning 
the prospect of a stand-in force in the 
First Island Chain, the People’s Republic 
of China deliberately jams, spoofs, and 
intercepts GPS receivers from its position 
in the Spratly Islands.5 In the current era 
of strategic competition, with pacing 
threats and everchanging characteristics 
of warfare, it is vital that our maritime 
force can train and operate in the de-
nied, degraded, intermittent and lim-
ited (bandwidth) (DDIL)environment 

in order to gain tactical proficiency and 
awareness of emerging enemy capabili-
ties.6 The maritime force’s effectiveness 
in the next fight will rely on well-trained 
individual actions in the DDIL environ-
ment across all levels of warfare.
 Replicating DDIL conditions for 
training the MAGTF is complex and 
arduous. The force must consider the 
whole DDIL spectrum in preparation 
for thin connectivity: from continuous 
connectivity to entirely disconnected. 
The Naval Tactical Grid, or naval mesh 
network, connects warfighters via aerial 
platforms, satellites, low-earth orbit plat-
forms, landlines, and developing modu-
lar networks.7 Because of the self-healing 
mesh network and variations in GPS 
jamming, training in DDIL is much 
more nuanced than simply asserting 

communications are “up” or “down.”8 
In addition to positioning, naviga-
tion, and timing, GPS jamming has a 
trickledown effect that negates timing 
information, secure communications, 
and the health of Joint Direct Attack 
Munitions. Also, proliferated low-Earth 
orbit satellites will make the DDIL en-
vironment less severe as the position-
ing, navigation, and timing architecture 
expands and becomes more resilient to 
antisatellite attacks and electronic war-
fare.9 Peer competitors, rogue states, and 
non-state actors have varying degrees of 
access to GPS jamming capabilities, af-
fecting aircraft and ground equipment 
in numerous ways. The complexity of 
enemy jamming capabilities further 
complicates MAGTF training. 
 Innovative technologies, such as di-
rectional GPS jammers, will improve 
DDIL training in the far-term, but what 
can be done with existing capabilities in 
the near future to improve resiliency in 
DDIL environments?10 First, training 
and readiness (T&R) manuals need to 
require exposure to the DDIL spectrum 
in both ground and aviation training. 
Secondly, because of the restrictions 
associated with using GPS jammers 
for training, T&R requirements for 
DDIL ought to expand virtual train-
ing capabilities. Lastly, MAWs should 
facilitate regular virtual large force ex-
ercises (LFEs) to enable cross-training 
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with space operations officers (8866s), 
special technical operations planners 
(8016s), and cyberspace officers (1702s). 

Requiring the Training 
 Current manuals and publications 
contain few requirements for training 
within the DDIL spectrum. For in-
stance, tiltrotor and rotary-wing aircrew 
train to navigate without the aid of GPS 
in fundamental low-level sorties.11 The 
F/A-18 Hornet T&R calls for the con-
tested environment or “Link-16 denial, 
GPS denial, or communication degrad-
ed” training in its more advanced For-
ward Air Controller-Airborne (FAC-A) 
syllabus.12 Flying sorties or conducting 
land navigation without GPS is valuable, 
but how do Marine aircrew understand 
the indications of spoofing verse jam-
ming? How does a Marine using GPS 
for positioning, navigation, and timing 

recognize the insidious spoofing indica-
tion and decide not to trust their instru-
ments? Our current training mindset 
is on the GPS-denied environment; 
however, GPS jamming is incremental, 

intermittent, and produces temporarily 
degraded systems.13 An Army artillery 
unit noted this training to be “critical” 
and “being able to fight under degraded 
conditions is an extremely perishable 
skill and should be trained as a regu-

lar part of annual cyclic training and 
certifications.”14 Unless a squadron or 
battalion has spare time and resourceful 
training officers, Marines are unlikely to 
regularly train in the DDIL environment 
with the current T&R manuals. 

Perils of Reality 
 Secondly, because live DDIL train-
ing is expensive, uncommon, and com-
plex, developing virtual training options 
should be expanded. Also, because GPS 
satellites are low-powered and distant 
from the Earth’s surface, GPS receivers 
are vulnerable to jamming. In order to 
organize a training event in which GPS is 
degraded, detailed coordination with the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
local emergency services, and agricul-
tural agencies are required.15 Because 
of lower commercial and civilian air 
traffic, these training events typically 
occur on exclusive West Coast ranges. 
Despite deconfliction, the FAA is known 
to call and request a “stop buzzer” in 
the middle of training.16 Unsurprisingly, 
range control operators are hesitant to 
allow GPS and communications train-
ing and often lack the experience and 
know-how of jamming effects. Also, de-
pending on the range boundaries and 
size, GPS jammers are often constrained 
in power, gain, and time. 
 To emphasize electromagnetic spec-
trum training, Marine Aviation Weap-
ons and Tactics Squadron One stood up 
its Spectrum Warfare Department in 
2014 to facilitate jamming to deny com-
munications, GPS, satellite communica-
tion, and tactical data link.17 Spectrum 
Warfare Departments mobile training 
capabilities should be used to the maxi-
mum extent possible to expose Marines 
to the most realistic DDIL conditions 
to develop strategies and techniques. 
However, despite Spectrum Warfare 
Department’s effort, the aforementioned 
civilian constraints misrepresented and 
trivialized GPS jamming training. This 
is precisely where virtual training can 
fill in the gaps. By using the improved 
worldwide database, aviation units can 
replicate near-peer integrated air defenses 
to include multiple GPS jamming sys-
tems. In the air, the training is intrin-
sically constrained, but in the virtual 
training realm, the gloves can come off. 

Booster Landing. Two reusable rocket boosters land after the successful launch of the SpaceX 
Falcon heavy rocket carrying a communications satellite at Kennedy Space Center, FL, 12 April 
2019. (Photo by James Rainier.)

T&R requirements for 
DDIL ought to expand 
virtual training Capa-
bilities.
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 Simulator training offers realistic 
threat systems, adaptable aircraft and 
equipment indications, low cost, and 
a low-risk DDIL training environ-
ment. In a recent podcast, Gen David 
Berger charged the Corps to take risks, 

wargame, and think through chal-
lenging problems in a dynamic way.18 
Training in the simulator is a low-risk, 
high-reward solution. The constraining 
range restrictions, lengthy GPS jamming 
approval timelines, West Coast range ex-
clusivity, and airline safety concerns are 
all mitigated. However, threat represen-
tations in simulators must be improved 
to reflect reality. The necessary modeling 
of traditional surface-to-air threats in the 
simulator is somewhat developed, yet 
the virtual GPS threat systems do not 
replicate threat capabilities and aircraft 
indications. Because the electromagnetic 
spectrum representation is rife with is-
sues in simulators, training officers resort 

to shutting off or denying GPS equip-
ment and ultimately offering incomplete 
DDIL training. Improving realism in 
the simulator or war game improves the 
lethality of Marines in the DDIL. 

Virtual LFEs
 Virtual large-force exercises (LFEs), 
such as 2d MAW’s Cope Javelin, 
provide a prime venue for educating, 
planning, and cross-training to ensure 
quality training in the DDIL environ-
ment.19 One of the current problems in 
Marine space operations is its “multi-
plicity of participants” among military 
and civilian personnel.20 To alleviate the 
multiplicity and space knowledge dispar-
ity, cross-training with space operations 
officers (8866s), special technical opera-
tions planners (8016s), and cyberspace 
officers (1702s) is critical. As a result of 
limited understanding, space-enabled 
capabilities and degradations are often 

misrepresented or not considered in 
aviation Offensive Air Support (OAS) 
training events. By incorporating 8866s, 
8016s, and 1702s into LFE planning, 
aviators and wing intel officers can estab-
lish the rapport required to utilize useful 
web-based products, deter against the 
isolation of space planners, and employ 
emerging MAGTF capabilities into col-
lective readiness events.21 Several obsta-
cles exist to executing virtual LFEs: the 
siloed focus on aircraft-specific mission 
essential tasks, independent F-35 security 
protocols, and—most notably—interop-
erability between all aircraft simulators 
and Joint Tactical Air Controller simu-
lators. Virtual LFEs are not a panacea 
to the challenge of DDIL training, but 
the events can provide Marines with a 
closed-air venue for knowledge sharing 
to keep pace with the progressing tech-
nological moment. 

The Way Forward
 In the 38th Commandant’s Planning 
Guidance, the current CMC aligns with 
Gen Robert Neller’s statement from 
2016: the Corps “is currently not orga-
nized, trained, and equipped to meet 
the demands of a future operating en-
vironment.”22 The work of TECOM 
and CD&I, improved T&R manuals, 
wargaming, realistic simulators, and vir-
tual LFEs can aid the development of 
new operational concepts and enhanced 
lethality in the DDIL environment. Not 
training to DDIL induces unnecessary 
risks and provides the enemy with an 
avoidable seam. This problem will re-
quire a resource-intensive solution, but 
DDIL training is essential for success 
in strategic competition. As Sir Michael 
Howard famously stated, “the advantage 
goes to the side which can most quickly 
adjust itself to the new and unfamiliar 
environment and learn from its mis-
takes.”23 The recasting of the Corps’ 
service culture must include Marines 
who are savvy and survivable, not unfa-
miliar, in the electromagnetic spectrum 
and training solely to GPS-denial omits 
the ambiguities of degraded, intermit-
tent, and latent environments. 
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